
16 Sewing Projects That Combine Designer
Prints Solid Fabrics Quilts Pillows
Are you looking for some creative and fun sewing projects to showcase your
designer prints and solid fabrics? Look no further! In this article, we have
compiled a list of 16 sewing projects that will help you combine these beautiful
fabrics to create stunning quilts and pillows.

1. Patchwork Quilt

Start your sewing journey by creating a patchwork quilt using a combination of
designer prints and coordinating solid fabrics. Mix and match different patterns to
create a vibrant and eye-catching quilt that will effortlessly enhance the aesthetics
of any room.

2. Designer Pillow Covers

Add a touch of elegance to your living room or bedroom with designer pillow
covers. Use solid fabrics for the base and incorporate designer prints as accent
pieces or borders. This combination will create a stylish and sophisticated look
that is irresistible.
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3. Colorful Tote Bags

Combine designer prints and solid fabrics to make fashionable and functional tote
bags. Choose bold and vibrant prints for the exterior and pair them with solid
fabrics for the handles and lining. This way, you will have a bag that stands out
while maintaining its durability.

4. Quilted Table Runner

Impress your guests with a trendy quilted table runner that combines designer
prints and solid fabrics. Choose prints that match the theme of your dining area,
and complement them with solid fabrics to create a fashionable statement piece
that will be the talk of the table.

5. Baby Blankets

Create adorable and cozy baby blankets by combining soft solid fabrics with cute
designer prints. Whether you opt for a traditional quilted design or a simple
blanket with a decorative border, the combination of these fabrics will provide a
snug and delightful experience for your little ones.

6. Fabric Baskets

Make organizing your space a breeze by sewing fabric baskets using designer
prints and solid fabrics. These versatile baskets can store anything from craft
supplies to toys, and the combination of beautiful prints and solid fabrics will add
a touch of style to your storage solutions.

7. Quilted Pouches
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Create charming quilted pouches by combining designer prints and solid fabrics.
These pouches can be used for various purposes, from storing your essential
makeup items to organizing small accessories. With endless fabric combinations
to choose from, you can personalize each pouch to suit your style.

8. Laptop Sleeves

Protect your laptop in style with a designer print and solid fabric combination
laptop sleeve. Accessorize your device with a unique and fashionable sleeve that
not only shields it from scratches but also adds a touch of personality to your
office or college ensemble.

9. Picture Frames

Enhance the beauty of your cherished memories by creating fabric-covered
picture frames using a combination of designer prints and solid fabrics. Choose
prints that match the theme of each picture and use solid fabrics as borders or
accents to create personalized frames that will make those moments even more
special.

10. Fabric Coasters

Add a touch of elegance to your coffee or dining table by sewing fabric coasters
using designer prints and solid fabrics. These coasters will not only protect your
surfaces but also become a conversation starter with their unique and eye-
catching designs.

11. Fabric Headbands

Make a fashion statement with fabric headbands that combine designer prints
and solid fabrics. These headbands will not only keep your hair in place but also
add a pop of color and style to your outfits, making them perfect accessories for
any occasion.



12. Decorative Cushion Covers

Transform the look of your sofa or bed by sewing decorative cushion covers using
a combination of designer prints and solid fabrics. Mix and match different prints
to create a visually appealing arrangement that adds comfort and style to your
living space.

13. Fabric Bookmarks

Elevate your reading experience by sewing fabric bookmarks that combine
designer prints and solid fabrics. These bookmarks will not only hold your place
but also become a beautiful and personalized accessory that adds a touch of
luxury to your reading routine.

14. Quilted Pot Holders

Accessorize your kitchen with quilted pot holders that combine designer prints
and solid fabrics. Protect your hands while cooking or baking and add a touch of
style to your culinary adventures with these functional yet fashionable pot
holders.

15. Fabric Keychains

Personalize your keys with fabric keychains that combine designer prints and
solid fabrics. These keychains will not only make your keys easily identifiable but
also become a trendy accessory that adds a touch of individuality to your
everyday routines.

16. Fabric Hair Scrunchies

Make a fashion statement by sewing fabric hair scrunchies that combine designer
prints and solid fabrics. These scrunchies will not only keep your hair in place but



also become a stylish accessory that adds a pop of color and personality to your
hairstyles.

There you have it – 16 sewing projects that combine designer prints and solid
fabrics to create stunning quilts, pillows, and various other accessories. Get
creative, experiment with different fabric combinations, and enjoy the process of
sewing these beautiful projects. The end result will be worth the effort, as you
enhance your space with unique and personalized creations.
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A printed fabric is eye-catching, but when it's paired with the right solid, the result
can be truly brilliant. This how-to book features 16 projects with a contemporary
style that exemplify the dynamic partnership of large-scale prints and bright
solids. With pages of fabulous ideas, all the information needed on integrating
fabrics and even a chapter on quilt making basics, The Modern Mix is a must-
have addition to your sewing library.
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